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Harrison-based GRBI design
Alternative flower version finally tracked down

A reader of
Dummy Stamps
and a Harrison
expert has just
found a fine
example of the
little known
alternative
Alexander Rose
design for his
collection.

Quarter 1, 2016

Thanks to the timeline for the organisation (shown
at foot of previous column), it is clear that the GRBI
publicity label, as printed by Harrison & Sons, had
to have been produced between 1851 and 1960, the
period during which the company was known as
The Gardeners’ Royal Benevolent Institution.
We know for a fact that the Harrison-branded
Alexandra Rose dummy stamp design (which was
printed to extol the beauty of the photogravure
process and to act as a sales tool) was first used in
1954, so there is actually a much smaller potential
release date of between 1954 and 1960.
For many years your compiler has been searching
for this item, which he became aware of thanks to a
small snippet by well known philatelic journalist
Kenneth Chapman in Stamp [GB] (year not noted
on tear-sheet), who records that:
"The first commercial use of the Alexandra Rose
design was when the Royal Horticultural Society
used it for advertising stickers, much as Stampex
and other philatelic exhibitions produce labels for
publicity purposes."
Examples had not seen until now as unfortunately
the item being described by Ken had not been
illustrated in his Stamp article.

TIMELINE OF ORGANISATION
. 1839. The Gardeners’ Benevolent Institution
(GBI) is founded on the 17th January at an
inaugural dinner for gardeners, nurserymen
and amateurs.
1851. Renamed The Gardeners’ Royal
Benevolent Institution (GRBI), an honour
granted personally by Queen Victoria.
1960. Renamed The Gardeners’ Royal
Benevolent Society (GRBS).
2003. GRBS adopts the name Perennial.

You will note that the description states that it was
the Royal Horticultural Society that first used the
design, it does not state that the label is branded
RHS, so it is almost certainly the GRBI labels that
the RHS was using on its mail. Oh to find one that
has been used on cover to indicate its date of use.
If any reader possesses this GRBI* design, in
singles, blocks or sheets, or in other colours then
details and scans would be much appreciated….not
to mention the chance of acquiring examples! *
* i.e. NOT the Harrison branded version, which is well
documented and on sale for around £4-£6 per label.
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The Kiddle Brothers Collection
Grosvenor Auctions, Sale number 104,
Wednesday 24th February 2016 at 2pm

“A specialised auction of nearly 500 lots from the
collections and studies formed by two of Britain’s
leading philatelists, including rare and important
Cinderella’s, Revenues,
Locals and lots of other
specialised items.”
The above is the description
by Grosvenor Philatelic
Auctions regarding its forthcoming sale.
For readers of Dummy
Stamps, the most interesting items are probably the
Waterlow, Perkins Bacon and mixed lots. *

De La Rue Head used for Dummies
1883 ‘Before Hardening’ and ‘After Hardening’ die proofs

Stamp dealer Argyll Etkin has recently offered the
following two matching items.
The first is on offer by auction, with a £250 to £300
estimate in its 4th March 2016 sale. It comprises a
Queen Victoria 1883 head die proof - large head in
an oval surround engraved on a solid black circular
background, on white glazed card, stamped
'BEFORE HARDENING' and dated '2 MAY 83'.
This head was used for the DLR dummy stamps*.
A further proof that should ideally accompany the
other item is worded 'AFTER HARDENING' /
'3 MAY 83'. They are retailing this at £350. *

*
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Harrison Photogravure Specimen
Newly discovered item for sale by Andrew Lajer

This part-painted, part-printed crest depicting the
Harrison family has recently been offered by
British stamp dealer Andrew Lajer at £295 on his
eBay site. It is said to date from the 1930s.
Some searching undertaken by your compiler in
his archive of literature found the crest illustrated
in Harrison & Sons Limited: A Family Imprint
1750-1950 (published by Harrison in 1950), thus
confirming that it was indeed the Harrison crest.
The image size is
9.50cm across by
12.00cm high, then
there is the border
(shown in small scan
alongside) and it is
therefore able to be
mounted on to an
album page. An
attractive item. *

DLR Dog Dummy Discovered

Bruckmann Dummy Stamp

German shepherd in new colour…

A strange looking version of 1d KEVII on offer

A new reader of Dummy Stamps from France has
discovered a green version of the previously
recorded De La Rue dog experimental stamp
design. A block of six were found in France. *

Rushstamps are selling as these words are typed a copy
of this ‘odd’ looking mirror-image stamp with a
£49.95 start price on eBay. The item has a horizontal
crease and is generally poor. More info welcomed. *

New version
in green.

It is well
known in
orange-brown.
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Rembrandt Intaglio
New stamp sheet colours reported

The publicity sheet shown alongside
was reported by a regular reader and
correspondent of DS.
It differs to the previously recorded
type, in that the dummy stamps are in
different colours to those first reported
(see reduced scan of the original
discovery, luckily made by the same
reader, as depicted below). Nice! *

Victory Kidder
Curved steel segment proof

Dealer Andrew Lajer is
selling a block of 12 proofs
from a 1931 Royal Mint
presentation album given to
H A Richardson, a Royal
Mint engraver, to mark his
retirement.
Each dummy stamp has
been handstamped in red
CANCELLED and was on
offer at £900. *
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Harrison Early Booklet Trial
Can anyone add to the story below?

A reader kindly sent scans of a lovely Harrison
stamp booklet. He wrote:
You've seen this stamp before, but maybe not in
booklet form. It has five panes of eight stamps each,
no watermark, and six plain paper interleaves.
Covers and interleaves are larger than the panes.
Possibly a trial for a 3/- booklet around 1911
(four 1d panes and one ½d pane). *

De La Rue Ink Trial

Enter the Spanish

Stamps intentionally exposed to light

ISP sub-contracts printing to FNMT, Madrid

Lot 1230 in the Spink sale of 27 February 2016:
1911 De La Rue ink trial. Minerva Head dummy
stamp in orange-red imperforate top marginal pair
affixed to small part album page annotated
‘Exposed to light in Egypt for about two months’
together with a marginal single annotated ‘Not
Exposed’, dated ‘4th April 1911’ and headed ‘B6’.

The Long to Reign Over Us MS was printed in
Spain by FNMT, new to printing British stamps. *

Fine and rare, almost certainly unique £120-£150.”
*

Harrison Jumelle Dummies Sold
High price achieved at auction

The lot described and shown in DS40 sold at the
auctioneer Corbitts for a surprisingly high £115.
Quite a lot for what is printer’s waste after all. The
auctioneers estimate of £20 to £50 was a more
realistic price in the opinion of your compiler. *
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De La Rue ‘Oversea Dominion’

Rip-off Britain…

‘Two-piece’ die proofs offered

…clearly extends to stamp material, too

Last summer, dealer Gerald Bodily offered (at an
undisclosed price) the item depicted here.

Your compiler gets annoyed when dealers on eBay
decide to sell a cheap item for an exorbitant price.

Details from his advertisement published in the
London Philatelist are reproduced below. *

So, as the normal version of the Questa Gravure
Print Trial sheet was on offer for £200, there was an
instant “great, a new discovery” feeling, followed
almost immediately by “hang about!”.
The vendor stated that it was a rare sheet missing the
Queen’s head and face value. She was written to
and asked if she realised that every single copy
lacked that detail and she replied in CAPITAL
LETTERS (implying shouting when online) that she
WAS aware.
Everyone has the right to sell at whatever price they
wish to, but when there appears to be an attempt at
tricking a collector it is unacceptable. Several other
sheets were on sale by other vendors at prices from
£1-11, with the mid-point probably about right. *

stampprinters.info
Site update underway….finally!

It has been some considerable time since this website has been updated, for various reasons. There are
finally new articles, fresh links and other features,
too, such as an overall improved appearance and
better functionality. Feel free to visit.

It remains a work in progress, but should be fully
updated to the same standard shortly. Expect more
information in the next issue of Dummy Stamps. *

Even this error, with its perforation shift, only sold
for £15 a year or two back.

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. *
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